TRAFFIC ENGINEEßING FOR PEDESTRIAN SAFETY:
SOME NEW DATA AND SOLUTIONS
Monroe B. Snyder, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration,
U. S. Department of Transportation

This paper describes involvement patterns for a number of specific types
of pedestrial accidents. It a-lso describes traffic engineering actions designed to change the behavior of pedestrians a¡d drivers to make them
more likely to avoid these specific types of accidents. The patterns and
solutions are drawn from a study of over 2,100 individual pedestrian accident cases.

.A GROV¡ING awareness of the nature and extent of the pedestrian salety problem is
Iikely to lead to greater requirements for action by traffic engineers and others to reduce pedestrian casualties. A few facts illustrate the magnitude and trend of the pedestrian problem: Each year there are about 400,000 pedestrian victims, and more than
10,000 of them die. Although the number of fatalities had been slowly decreasing until
the late 1950's, the trend has reversed itself and has increased 36 percent since 1958.
It has been estimated that there will be about 13,000 pedestrian fatalities in 1980. With
improvements in vehicle occupant protection taking place, pedestrians could account
for one-third to one-half of highway fatalities by 1980.
TRAFFIC ENGINEERING AND SOLUTION APPROACHES
There are three main approaches to reducing pedestrian casualties. First, we can
physically separate the participants and reduce the opportunity for collisions. However,
all conflicts cannot be avoided. The second approach is to develop safer behavior so
that drivers and pedestrians can avoid accidents. Because this is not likely to be 100
percent effective in the near future, the third approach calls for modifying the impact
dynamics, primarily through vehicle design, to reduce the severity of the injury.
This paper is concerned with the second approach. The underlying contention is that
tra-tfic engineering ca¡ contribute to the development of safe behavior by (a) restricting
participants' action possibilities; (b) enhancing their capability to act safely; and (c)
enhancing their predisposition or tendency to act safeLy.
A second underlying contention is that traffic engineering can be most effective when
it is part of a comprehensive local pedestrian safety program. The particular focus of
this paper is on some specific solutions supported by new data on pedestrian accidents.
METHODOLOGY AND DATA BASE

The methodology and data on which this work is based are reported in detail elsewhere (1). They are only summarized briefly as background for the conclusions.
Datalrere collected on over 2,100 cases ofpedestrian accidents as they occumed
during a 10-month period in 13 major cities in the United States. Data were secured
by meaas of interviews with participants and witnesses, on-scene observations, and
police records. The focus was on the sequence of events and behavior leading to the
accident as well as on selected situational factors that might influence those events.
Causal conclusions were drawn for each case individually, and cases !ilere grouped into
types primarily on the basis of similarity of causation. Other data were then ta.bulated
for the cases in each type.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
Three general conclusions from the overall study are especially relevant. First,
there are à number of distinct types of pedestrian accidents that need individual attention. These types may be differentiated on the basis of (a) tt¡e sequence of events and
fulhavior leading to the collision; (b) the important factors that predispose that sequence
tã occur; and (c) the characteristics of the people, vehicles, and locations typically
involved. Second, different accident types occur more frequently in different areas of
the city. Third, pedestrian search a¡rd detection failures are frequent causal factors.
These three points will be clarified as selected specific accident types and solutions
are summa¡izeã. The percentage given for each type indicates the percent of urban accidents studied that were definitely assigned to this category. One can multiply that
percentage by 360,000 to get a rough idea of the estimated number of accidents in that
category each year.
DART-OUT, ¡'IRST HALF (24 PERCENT)
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A pedestrian, not in an intersection crosswalk, appears suddenly from the roadside.
Uis qùick appearance a¡rd short exposure to the driver are the critical factors. The
pedeåtrian oiten may be running, and parked cars often obstruct vision, but neither need
Èe present if the basic condition of zudden appearance to the driver's view is met. The
prime example of the dart-out isaschool-agedchitd running out from between parked
ãa¡" oo his ówn block in a residential area in the center city in the afternoon a.fter
school. He hea.ds straight across the relatively narrow street, looking where he is
going, and is struck less than halfway across. The driver, traveling at a normal rate
ót speea, does not have enough time to stop after detecting the child.
lit*oit g0 percent of thesé da¡t-out pedestrians were under 14. About half of the
incidents happined between 3:00 p. m. an¿ 6:00 p. m., ?8 percent were between 2:00 p. m.
and 9:00 p. m., and 80 percent were in the daytime. The cr,ashes took place in re+ dentiaf
iZZ percõnt) and did not involve high speeds (85 percent were below 30
""""r of tnè time the pedestrian v¿as struck wittrin 2 blocks of his home (65 permptr). Most
cent) wnile crossing a street less than 40 ft wide (74 percent). Figrrre 1 shows the
typical type 1 dart-òut. The analysis of the problem has shown that the main items to
Ue attaAiea and overcome are (a) a risky pedestrian course-exposing him to view
briefty; (¡) taiture of the pedestrian to search and detect; and (c) parked cars that interfere with driver and pedestrian vision. An innovative potential countermeasure that
is directed at this problem is parking redeployment. Two steps would be taken in selected residential lbcations. Èirst, parking woutd be removed from one side of the
street, probably the left. Second, head-in diagonal parking would replace parallel
part<ing-on ttre rigtrt (fig. Z). In appropriate locations this would accomplish the foliowingl Visuat obstructions would be removed from the left side of the road giving the
drivei an increased view and more time to detect and react. The diagonal parking
would provide a physical control that would tend to slow down the pedestrian as he ran
a""o"J the streel but, even more important, would angle him into traffic and direct his
field of vision more in the direction of the threatening vehicles. Also, he would be able
to execute evasive action more readily than when crossi¡g directly across the street.
Approaching on an angle would let him change course to avoid being struck, rathe¡ than
håøng to stãp. Finally, it appears that the average driver maintains a greater clearatr"e i"o* cars parked at an angle 9I anA this improves his view of pedestrians entering from the parking side.
Because this is an innovative countermeasture, it offers greater potential as a solution to a stubborn problem but at the same time will evoke some resistance because it
disturbs commonly accepted ways of handling on-street parking. Some legitimate questions can be raiseâ that should be answered relative to traJfic flow, parking accidents'
and public acceptance. Preyious reports abor¡t accidents a¡rd diagonal parJ<ing have dealt
wittiits use in business areas rathei ttran the kind of application suggested here. The
data were gathered 20 to 35 years ago. (Changes in vehicle design and driving habits
couid change present-day reiults.) Although they showed a reduction in parking accidents when-parallel parking replaced diagonal, most studies had no controls or insuf-
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ficient baseline data for drawing firm conclusions about the cause. The effect of parking redeployment on parking accidents can and should be determined. However, even
if this countermeasure rüere to increase auto-with-auto accidents, it still might be worth
it. (A trade of personal-injury accidents for property-damage accidents appears to be
generally acceptable. )
to traJfic {Jow, Johnston (2) has reported that for angle parking it takes
With
"""pu"i
driver 12 seconds to back outif a stall and proceed forward in the traJfic
the average
lane; for paraflel parking the average driver takes 32 seconds to back into a stall and
ctear tne lraffic la¡e. Fãr the 85th percentile, maneuver time was 17.4 seconds for
angle
and 53.5 for parallel parking.
-Another
innovative potenlial countermeasure also deals with the problem of the child
dart-out who runs into the street looking straight ahead and fails to detect the threatenvehicie. The measure requires the cooperative efforts of educators and engineers.
ing-consists
of special training and curb marking in high-incidence areas to condition
It
children to looÈ toward traJflc as they approach the curb. This is different from education in the traditional sense, since the special training is aimed at conditioning an automatic physical response or habit-turning the head-rather than trying to get the child
to think of what to do as he is running out into the street.
The special curbside markings would provide the trigger to set off this automatic
and help to maintain the habit. Alternating colored diagonal stripes facin-g at
"u"ponse
a 4b-degree anglã toward the traffic is a possible marking. The heavy incidence of
child dart-outs in high-density center-city residential areas helps to localize this application. It is hopeã that future research will permit an accurate pinpointing of the
high-risk streets.
Other countermeasures that would be helpfut for this type of accident are (a) prohibition of street parking, (b) off-street parking and play areas' and (c) sidewalk parks with
fences.

DART-OUT, SECOND HALF (9 PERCENT)
The second-half dart-out is the sa¡ne as the dart-out described for the first half except that the pedestrian covers half of a normal crossing before being struck. A third
of these cases occurred in commercial areas. The basic characteristics of the situatÍon were very similar to the first-half dart-out but not quite as extreme. For example,
?? percent ofihe pedestria¡s were under 14 (versus 8? percent); 69 percent,of the cases
had speeds below 25 mph (versus 85 percent); 52 percent were in residential a¡eas
(versus ?2 percent); ?4percent were mid-block (versus 8? percent); and ?2 percent
were in the daytime (versus 80 percent). Differences were greater with respect to
sfecific locatiôn: 34 percent ofthe streets were under 40 ft across (versus ?4 percent
fôr first-half dart-outs), andl?percent of the pedestrians were 10 or more blocks from
home (versus 5 percent for the first-half dart-outs). Thus the second-hal.f dart-out is
generally similar to the first-half dart-out, but his running and d¡iver-detection failures
of traJfic come into play more often, and the accidents happen on wider nonãs a
"""ú1t streets as well as on the narrower residential streets. The pedestrian may
residential
be watching

traffic,

although he

still

does not detect danger in

time. In commercia-l

areas with on-street parking meters, small fences or railing extending out a ferp feet
from either side of thì meter post could combine with parked cars to form a barrier to
prevent dart-outs.
INTERSECTION DASH (9 PERCENT)
The intersection dash category covers cases similar to dart-outs with regard to
incident occurs in or near a marked or unmarked
pedestrian
-crosswalk exposure to view, but-the
at a¡r intersection. One of the predisposing factors identified for the intersection dash was the inducement to pedestrian risk-taking coming from the traJfic signal.
The pedestrian is wrong to cross against the light. He should wait until he has the proper
slgna,t, but it is apparent that some will become impatient when they must wait. In some
loõatións, longer:than-usual waiting periods are involved in order to move heavy traffic
volumes. However, it must now be ricognized that this may induce pedestrians to take
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Figure 1. Typical first-half dartout type of accident.
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Redeployment of parking to counter

dartout accidents.
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risks because they are impatient. Standard time periods cannot be recommended on
the basis of this sludy, The best specific treatment will depend on the individual nature
of the intersection and its vehicle and pedestrian volumes. It is recommended that local
traffic engineers review intersections with the Longer pedestrian waiting periods, espei" ðommercial and multifamily dwelling areas surrounding the central business
"i"tty and consider the following possibilities.
district,
1. Reset cycles to bring pedestrian waiting time in line with the norm, or lower if
other considerations Permit.
Z. If rush hour volumes do not permit complete retiming, reduce pedestrian waiting
periods during nonpeak hours (two-ìhirds of i¡tersection dashes occurred before or aJter
[tr" ¿:OO p. m. to 6:00 p. m. rush period).
3. piovide a signal indicating the waiting time remaining to green. This could- be a
numeric countdown signal givinglhe seconds remaining, but need not be; color codes or
1g-second intervals cóut¿ ¡e use¿. Such a signal could be integrated with the wait-walk
type pedestrian signals.

MULTIPLE THREAT (3 PERCENT)
The pedestrian is struck by car x after other cars blocking the vision of car x stopped
in other lanes going the same direction and avoided hitting the pedestrian. For example,
cars i¡ lanes one and two stop and permit the pedestrianto cross, but ca¡ x i¡lanethree
g;ittg itr the same direction trits ttre pedestrian as he steps out in front of the car in lane
iwo." This muttiple-threat type also occurs with cars starting from a signal. Most
pãaestrians were watching tiaftic but not the collision vehicle; 42 percent were running,
¿Z percent were walking normally. More than 60 percent of the pedestrians-were
-¿
in a crõsswalk. More tha¡r half did not recogrrize the need for evasive action; 38 percent did just prior to impact. Most driverslere looking ahead (?4percent) and proceeding at suitained speed (58 percent) prior to the accident. Ho',vever, 19 percent were
stãwing down, 14 percent were stopped or proceeding from-a stop, and 11 percent were
ã""ét"í"tùrg.' Some 21 percent ¿iciirot recógnize the need fo¡ evasive action, and 63
pãrõ"nt did-just prior to impact. Pedestrian_age r¡¡ari spread out: 39 percent were under
over 60. Most incidents
iá, SZ percent were betweeit t¡ an¿ 35, and 20 percent we,re
(65
percent),
and at intersec(84
areas
percent),
in
commercial
daytime
in
o"ão"""d
? percent had
iio"" (gO pu""..tt). As tõ ttre locations, 53 percent had no traffic control,
(88
percent
under
not
high
were
Speeds
percent
traffic
signal.
had
a
38
sigi, and
r
30"tãp'
mph).
Stäp line modification

is a countermeasure directed primarily at multiple-thr.eat accidents occurring at signalized intersections in commerciaf areas. To reduce the incidents where cars stopped at the stop line obscure the view from the striking car, a
or limit line should be placãd a number of feet ahead of the crosswalk. Alwiaã
"top
specific design would depend on a number of factors at the particular locationr
though
fa" enough back so that a pedestrian in the walk is likely
tne ðU¡eðtive is to stop the
ttran the oneslacing him. The recommendation given by the
to be noticed by cars õtner "a"s
Ma¡ualonUnifórmTralficControlDevicesfor ã stopline about4ft infrontof the nearest
crosswalk may not go far enough. This countermeasure might also be used at nonsignalized intersèction!, but the Jpecific location of the stop line would have to take into
account the need for the driver to see cross traffic if it is not controlled.
VEHICLE TURN OR MERGE WITH ATTENTION CONFLICT (? PERCENT)
The driver is turning into or merging with traffic; the situation is such that he attenJs to the tralfic in oñe direction ana t¡its the pedestrian who is in a different direction from his attention. A critical feature is that the aftention conflict is built into the
situation. Usually the driver'directs his attention in a given direction to determine an
acceptable gap into which he will enter. Figure 3 shows some of these situaJions'
Pedeìtrian age was strikingly- different from the typical pedestrian pattern' as were
some other cha¡acteristics. Only 5 percent of the pedestrians were under 15 years,
whereas more than ha-lf were 55 or over. Although 60 percent of the cases occurred
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between 1:00 p. m. a¡d 8:00 p. m., they were spread much more evenly than usual over
the normal waking hours; ?1 percent were during daylight hours, 73 percent were in
commercial areas, and practically all were at intersections. Of special interest is the
finding that 55 percent of the cases occurred at locations with red, green, and amber
signals, and a¡ additional 23 percent occurred at signalized locations where right turn
on red was permited. Pre-involvement speeds were quite low-83 percent were 15 mph

ofless.

Right-turnattention conJlict reduction is one countermeasure aimed at reducing the
numbers of this type of accident. It involves the Íeview of intersections in commercial
areas with the objective of removing the basic attention conflict situation for the driver
by selecting one of several possible actions. Some of these actions are

1.
2,
3.
4.
5.
6.

Removal of right turn on red;

Signalizalion of intersection;
Controlling cross traffic by stop sign;
Effecting one-way traffic on street to right, coming from the right;
Erecting pedestrian bamier if right turn on red is needed; and
Introducing pedestrian-only signal phase.

first two possibilities could remove the need for the driver to look to his left to
identify an acceptable gap while turning right. The barrier in effect removes the crossing conflict, andpedestrian-only phase gives the pedestrian an opportunity to cross between the cars turning on the green and on the red. Once again the specific action requires location study.
The problems and actions for left-turn attention conflict reduction are the s4me as
for the right turn with one difference. The left-turn problem also includes the situation
in which a driver is proceeding on the green and must select a gap in oncomÍng traffic
in order to make his left turn. Additional actions to be considered are
1. Prohibition of left turns;
2. Use of left-turn-only arrow þrotected from oncoming traffic); and
3. Use of leading or lagging green with notice to driver.
There are two other general pedestrian accident countermeasures that apply to this
type as well as to other types that occur at signalized intersections; they are (a) pedestrian threat inJormation and (b) crossing simplification.
The
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Pedestrian Threat Information Content
The use of pedestrian siglals is growing, andtheinformation provided by the common
"walk-don't walk" signal is minimal. The fact that 'fdonrt walk" does not mean that at
all is probably not serious because people can be expected to learn that it means "don't
leave the curb." However, the signals give advice rather than information, and many
people do not accept advice.
the red signal to a driver gives him advice and inJormation. It not only tells him
that he is legally advised not to go; it also tells him that someone else is being told to
proceed across his path. For the pedestrian, however, ilq¡alk?r is only advice. Vehicles
may or may not be told to cross his path at the same time. Of the 13 cities in our data
base, only in Denver was it noted that the removal of "dontt walk" (followed by no pedestrian signal) meant it was permissible tocross, butone was subject to some legal vehicle threat. In Denver, ilwalk'means that no vehicles are permitted to cross the pedes-

trian path.

The pedestrian should be given better information about the threat he faces at a sigHe could be informed of the three basic conditions, (a) heavy, fast-movilg, or
direct traffic flow across the pedestrian path, (b) turning and/or lighter traffic across
the pedestrian path, or (c) no legally permitted traffic across the pedestrian path.
These conditions are somewhat comparable to red, green, and amber (nCe). Perhaps the pedestrian shorld have a distinct RGA, obviously different enough not to be
confused with the vehicle signal (e. g., a sign that flashes "pedestrian, ir the appro-

nal.

priate color).
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Crossing Simplification
Many of the countermea$lres discussed have the effect of simplifying the crossing
situation. It would be expected that the fewer directions from which th¡eatening traffic
can arrive, the more likely it is the pedestrian will be able to handle the situation. The
positive effect of one-'üray streets in simplifying pedestrian crossings, reducing pedesirian accidents, and impioving traffic flow is documented elsewhere (!) ana is apparently not disputed. The existence of many two-way streets, however, males it desirable to call attention to this measure once again.
Another approach to crossing simplification is the use of non-intersection pedestrian
crossings. This would reduce the threat from turning vehicles. Mid-btock signals and
corner pedestrian ba¡riers might be required. Difficulties with traffic flow might make
mid-block signalization difficult, but it may be feasible in some locations. A crossing
some feet in from the intersection would mean that a pedestrian only has traffic coming
from his side rather than from behind on his side and in front on his side. Again, this
approach is suggested for further analysis and testing rather than immediate implementation.
BUS-STOP RELATED (3 PERCENT)

Bus-stop-related accidents include cases in which the location or design of the stop
appears to be a major factor in the causation; e. g., the pedestrian crosses in front of
tt¡e ¡us standing at a stop on the corner, and the brrs blocks the view of cars. It does
not include those cases that may be considered as exiting from a vehicle, nor does it
include cases in which the stop is only an attraction or distraction. O¡r data support
those who have recommended "far side" bus stops. It is suggested that bus stops be
located at the far side of the intersection to minimize vizual interference. One city in
the study had no bus-stop-related accidents. Upon investigation it was determined that
over 90 percent of its bus stops had already been relocated to the fa¡ side.
CONCLUSION

Pedestrian accidents are a serious and growing problem. .{ study of the specific
circumstances arid events of pedestrian accidents has indicated some promising solutions. Those involved in traffic engineering in our cities can reduce pedestrian deaths
and injuries by testing the application of these proposed solutions. Their efforts will
be easier, and most effective, if they work with police, educators, and other members
of a local team.
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